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Outline for today 

• Welcome, recap & and agenda setting 

• Focus on middle/later stages of dissertation, 
especially writing and feedback 

• Revisiting timelines – could we develop our own 
sample agendas and useful prompt questions for 
each stage? 

• Summing up – what have we learned, what do we 
still need? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Expectations, roles and responsibilities 

What students explicitly expected of their supervisors: 

  

• Guidance on subject content 

• Help with structuring your writing 

• Help with generating ideas 

• Supporting writing skills 

• Critiquing draft work 

 
(Williams 2007) 

 

 



Student perceptions 

Extracts from: Ryan et al (1996) Undergraduate Learning in Science 
Project Working Paper  
 Students clearly felt that the first few weeks was a vital period for 

them on their project: 
 Many students felt that supervisors tended to overestimate what 

they were capable of at the start of the project 
 For most students, working on a research project is a totally alien 

experience - at least at first. Some students felt that their 
supervisor was aware of this and that a special effort was made to 
relax them and make them feel comfortable with work on their 
project 

“I think the most important thing is the beginning really . . . . if [the 
supervisor] explains and makes sure you know what you’re doing at the 
very beginning then you can sort of do it on your own after that.” 
 

 



What if it’s outside my expertise? 

• Revisit the supervisor’s role/responsibilities  
– you don’t need to be the expert on every topic; your role is to help the 

student become expert enough to develop their own arguments 

• Ask the right questions 
– What has led the student to choose this topic?  

– What ideas and information do they already have?  

– How might they focus their enquiry to make it worthwhile and 
manageable within the timescale? (This should limit the range of 
reading they need to do). 

– Have they taken advice from the information advisors in the library? 

– Have you taken advice from colleagues about relevant reading? 



Early to middle stage 

• Key priorities by now: 

– A well defined topic, with or without a refined research 
question (check module descriptor) 

– Some initial reading and a plan for remaining time. Help them to 
read purposefully and critically (see slide on text mapping) 

– Some initial writing – let them do this any way they like, use 
visuals, mindmaps, bullet points, work-in-progress diary/blog - 
anything to help conquer the fear of a blank page! 

– Remind them how short this really is. 8000 words ~ 20 pages: 
• Intro 10% 2 pages: what why how 

• Main body:  approx 4 subsections, 4 pages each 

• Conclusion: 2 pages, summary of what has been argued/implications  



Reading 

• Even at the end of their u/g degree, some students 
may struggle to read sufficiently critically and 
purposefully to inform their project.  

• Your job is not to provide a reading list (though you 
can/should advise, and so can library staff) but to 
help them make good use of what they read and 
distinguish between: 
– reading to establish the broad knowledge landscape of 

their topic, and 

– reading for ideas, arguments, discrepancies, theoretical 
perspectives.  



Ideas to approach the literature review 

Mapping the Literature Slides   
© Dr Helen Webster  
University of Newcastle 
Writing Development Centre 

(below left) The post conference party 
 
“Imagine all the scholars you’re reading at a post-
conference party. Draw the dynamics in the room:  
• Who is central, who is peripheral?  
• Who is new, who is more established?  
• Where are cliques forming?  
• Who’s having a disagreement?  
• Who might you introduce to a new contact?  
• Who has little in common with anyone?  
• Where do you fit? “ 



Text mapping 

• A useful way to ‘see’ the structure of any text 

• Photocopy the article and join the pages into a 
continuous scroll – on wall or floor 

• Working alone or in a group, mark headings, key 
points as you read; outline sections and 
subsections; add doodles or notes to help you 
remember what each bit is about  – make the 
structure visible!  

 

 



Writing 

Group discussion: 

• What kinds of problems do your students have 
with writing: 

– Getting started? 

– Structure? 

– Grammar and spelling? 

– ??? 

• Remember other sources of help: ASK Study Skills 
website, + SSGT can signpost to Student Services for 
eg  dyslexia 

 



ASK website 
https://blogs.brighton.ac.uk/ask/ 



Writing support 
• Using questions to help student clarify their ideas 

• Early stage: 
– What made you choose  this topic?  

–  What do you already know, what do you want to know , how can you find 
out? (Their answers = first draft of the Introduction) 

 

• Middle stages: 
– What have other people said about this? Do you agree? What’s their 

evidence? What hasn’t been said? Whose voices are not heard?  

– Can you identify a few key points or examples that you know will be in 
there somewhere - what does the reader need to know in order that 
you can develop your argument? Write a short para /bullet points 
about each of these, ready to use once you know where they belong 



Writing support 
• Middle stages continued 

– Structure (within broad constraints of 8000 words ~ 20 pages Intro 10% 2 

pages: what why how, Main body:  approx 16 pages Conclusion: 2 pages): 

• Eg a quest, a series of case studies…, arguments for an against something? 
Visualise this via mindmaps or storyboards 

– Arguments, have they included appropriate examples, 
evidence, citations of relevant literature? 
 

Pat Thomson’s blog https://patthomson.net/  is full 
of useful advice on academic writing – primarily for 
PhD students, but really helpful at any level – see 
example on next slide 

https://patthomson.net/


https://patthomson.net/2018/11/05/getting-to-
grips-with-the-paragraph/ 

“The elongated paragraph very often signals a writer not yet able 
to choreograph the development of an overall idea. [This may 
be] a thinking-writing – not a technical-writing – problem…      

“Rather than simply writing a bullet point list of the ‘stuff’ you 
are doing to write about, use topic sentences as your outline. 
This may mean that you have to generate a bullet list first, and 
then turn it into topic sentences. And in turn, this may mean that 
you have to do some re-ordering. And you may find yourself sub-
dividing some bullet points into smaller points and sentences. 
Hooray. It is at the very point where you subdivide a bullet point 
that you lessen the risk of writing giant, muddled, page long 
paragraphs your reader can’t make head nor tail of..” 
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Feedback 

Tom Gauld Cartoon  tomgauld.com 



Experiences of feedback 

• In pairs: discuss examples of helpful and unhelpful 
feedback you’ve received in the past 

• In small groups, compare notes 

– are there any common factors? 

– can you identify different categories of feedback 
(regardless of whether good or bad)? 

 

Boud and Molloy 2013 define FB as “a set of practices 
to improve immediate and future work and nestled 
within conditions favourable for uptake and use” 

 



Examples of feedback 
adapted from a presentation by Vijay Kumar Mallan University of Otago 

Discuss the examples below - how useful are they in ensuring the student understands 
what to do? How could the feedback be improved? 
 
1. The literature review is a bit thin 
2. Rewrite 
3. You may want to look at… 
4. This paragraph works very well 
5. This section is not mentioned in your overview 
6. Good nice example 
7. The methodology could be better foregrounded 
8. The figures should be consistently presented 
9. The kind of last minute handwavering is disappointing 
10. Your writing is not at the level expected at this stage 
11. This table does not add to the text 
12. This is important information - why is it buried in the middle of the paragraph 
13. Unclear 
 
 



Feedback categories 
From Kumar & Stracke 2007 An analysis of written feedback on a PhD thesis 

Teaching in Higher Education 12 (4) 461-70) 

• Referential 
– Editorial eg Please get rid of spaces 

– Organizational eg This does not belong in the literature review 

– Content  eg Are you sure you can make such a claim? 

• Directive 
– Suggestion eg Maybe this is not necessary 

– Question eg Whose term is this? 

– Instruction eg  Please clarify 

• Expressive 
– Praise eg Good, nice example 

– Criticism eg This table…does not add to the text 

– Opinion eg  I would be interested to see what triggered this 



Revisiting timelines 

• Drawing on last weeks timeline discussions, 
draw up your own timetable using the A4 
proforma 

• Make a note of key deadlines 

• Develop some prompts to help focus tutorials 
for each stage, and draft some constructive 
feedback for common issues in student work 



Further resources 

• Slides and handouts are on the course area of 
studentcentral later today.  
 

• Use the discussion forum on studentcentral to 
follow up, share questions, ideas, dilemmas etc 
(& get email alerts so you don’t forget to look?) 
 

• My email p.ridley@brighton.ac.uk 
 

• Thank you!  
 
 

mailto:p.ridley@brighton.ac.uk

